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From FFI Practitioner

Every Wednesday authors for FFI Practitioner share insights on the field of family enterprise advising and consulting from a variety of vantage points. Today we’d like to invite you to Write for FFI Practitioner! And... as inspiration, we point you toward examples of articles from contributors across the globe and some topics that could use more contributors.
Authors from around the world

Australia:
"Perceived Self-Interest in the Family Business: An interview with Kirsten Taylor-Martin" by

Canada:
"For Love and Money: Married leaders of family firms" by Isabelle Le Breton-Miller

Europe:
"Managing Wealth as a Family Business: A family office – to be or not to be" by Iñigo Susaeta

Latin America:
"Decision-Making Processes in Family Businesses in Latin America" by Luis Medina

Middle East:
"Family Business Longevity: A flawed quest?" by Asher Noor

Pacific Rim:
"Mid-Autumn Festival: Lessons for family businesses" by Paul Chung and Chin Chin Koh

United Kingdom:
"Unmasking Imagination and Creativity: An interview with Charlotte Dillon and Oliver Hallam"

United States:
"A Rose by Any Other Name: Family firm terminology as divider or unifier" by Patricia Angus
Topics less frequently explored—we’d like more on these!

Frequent contributors – we’d like more of you to write more often!

Thanks to the following frequent contributors to *FFI Practitioner*

Ashvini Chopra  
Ricardo Mejia  
Mitzi Perdue  
Bruce Walton

Write for *FFI Practitioner* — Variety is good!

If you want to "write" for FFI Practitioner, please remember that you can actually "talk" for this publication as well, using podcasts and videos in addition to written articles.

For details and to submit, click the button below.
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